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Abstract

A steady stream of studies on high-stakes tests such as University Entrance Examinations (UEEs)

suggests that high-stakes tests reforms serve as the leverage for promoting quality of learning,

standards of teaching, and credible forms of accountability. However, such remediation is often not as

effective as hoped and success is not necessarily ensured. As reasons for such a failure were mostly

studied after implementation or at completion phase of a reformed test, i.e., a-posteriori scrutinies,

there remain theoretical and analytical gaps regarding policy/planning phase, i.e., a-priori

explorations. To contribute toward ameliorating this problem, the present study, based on in-depth

interviews with 14 policymakers and proponents of the UEEs reform, detailed their conceptualization

of this change in terms of the underlying policies, prospects, and perspectives. The analysis came up

with three major frameworks: ?conceptual image of the intended impacts?, ?paradigm shift from

psychometrics traditions to edumetrics culture?, and ?ulterior challenges of transition?. The analytic
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glance further provided corroborating links to two global perspectives on assessment: political and

technological perspectives. The findings are suggestive that the technological challenges of the

current change intersect with the policies that still envisage the same ?selecting function? for the

UEE?s alternative. This would thwart the success rate of the ideals or desirable changes aimed by the

?directing function? of this reform. The a-priori planning analysis is, thus, noteworthy given that it

becomes a terrain for examining the formulated policies and the intended practices, and for

evidencing how policy influences and is influenced by the reals of practice. (HRK / Abstract

übernommen) Kiany, Gholam Reza, E-Mail: rezakiany@yahoo.com
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